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It is shown that every strict maximal ring of bonds of size greater than 3 is even. 
1, INTR~DuC~ON 
Throughout we consider finite graphs. In addition, all graphs are assumed 
to be undirected unless specified otherwise. The reader is referred to Bondy 
and Murty [l] for any notation and terminology not explained here. 
Let G be a graph and X, Y c V(G). As in [I ] we denote by [X, Y] the set 
of all edges joining a vertex of X and a vertex of Y. If X= I’(G) -X, then 
[X,x] is called an edge cuf when both X and X are non-empty. We 
abbreviate [X,x] by 6(X) or 6(X). A minimal non-empty edge cut is a bond. 
If G is a directed graph and every edge is directed from the end in X, then 
S(X) is a directed edge cut. 
Let R be a set of bonds. If the edges of G can be oriented so that every 
bond of R is directed, then we say that R is consistently orientable. A cyclic 
sequence of bonds R = (C,, C, ,..., C, _ i) with n > 3 is a ring of bonds in the 
graph G if 
(i) R is consistently orientable. 
(ii) CinCj#g if and only if i=j, irj+ 1 (modn) or i=j- 1 
(mod n), and 
(iii) no edge of G belongs to more than two bonds ofR. 
We note that (ii) implies (iii) except when n = 3. 
For example, let G be the graph of Fig. 1. Then (6( {vi}), 6({v,}), 6({v,}), 
6( { Y, , v5})) is a ring, as is evident from the given orientations of edges, but 
(~(W,~), &W), &Ihl), &{ud)9 @@,I)) is not consistently orientable. 
The cardinafity, IR ], of R is the number of bonds in R. If R = (C,, 
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c I ,..., C,- ,), then R is referred to as an n-ring. A ring is odd or even 
according to whether 1 R 1 is odd or even. 
The ring R is strict if there do not exist distinct bonds A, B, C satisfying 
the conditions B E R, C E R, B n C = 0, A c B U C. Furthermore, R is 
maximal if there does not exist a ring R’ = (CA, Cl,..., CL-,) in G such that 
Ur:,r CL c (Jr:,,’ C, and m > n. We prove in this paper that every strict 
maximal ring with IZ > 4 is even. 
The dual of this result for planar graphs together with the main theorem of 
[3] proves a characterization of planar graphs conjectured in [4]. Chernyak 
[2] has independently also used the main theorem of [3] to prove this 
conjecture. Thus we have the following theorem, where the reader is referred 
to [3] for the relevant definitions. 
THEOREM 1. A graph is planar if and only if it has no maximal strict 
odd ring of circuits. 
2. H-RINGS WITH II > 4 
We begin by listing some elementary properties of bonds, each of which 
can be readily checked. 
(1) Let G be a graph and let X be a non-empty proper_subset of V(G). 
The edge cut S(X) is a bond if and only if G[X] and G[X] are connected. 
(See Exercise 2.2.8 of [ 11.) 
(2) Let P = [S, s] and Q = [ 7’, T] be bonds of a connected graph. Then 
(a) d(Sn7’)sPUQ; 
(b) every bond from P U Q distinct from P and Q contains an edge of 
P - Q (and an edge of Q - P); 
-- 
(c) PnQ=[Snr,SnT]u[SnT,SnT]; 
(d) if P and Q are directed bonds, then at least one of [S n T, ,?n T], -- 
[S n T, S n T] is empty. 
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Let R be a strict maximal n-ring (C,, C, ,..., C,,-,) of G, where n > 4. We 
henceforth assume that G is oriented so that every bond in R is directed. For 
each i E (0, l,..., n - 1) we choose e, E Ci n Ci,, . (Throughout this paper, 
all subscripts are to be read modulo n.) Let Ci = &Ii). Since n > 4 we have 
ei-, 6Z Ci. Therefore we may define Di to be the element of {Ai, Ai} which 
does not contain vertices incident with ei-,. For all i, we detinef(i) = 0 if G 
is oriented so that every edge of Ci is directed toward the end in Di and we 
let f(i) = 1 otherwise. 
LEMMA 2. We have f(i) = f(i + 1) if and only if 
CinCi+I= [DinDi+l,Dinoi+,]. 
On the other hand, f(i) # f(i + 1) if and only if 
CinCi+,= [DifTDi+,,DinDi+l]. 
COROLLARY 3. Iff(i)=f(i+ l), fhen [Dinoi+,,fiinDi+,]=O. If 
f(i) # f(i + l), then [Dir\, Di+ I, Oi n Oi+ ,] = 0. 
This corollary follows as a result of (2(d)). 
LEMMA 4. If an edge of Cj joins two vertices of Di, then j E i f 1 
(mod n). 
Proof: Suppose that e is an edge of Cj that joins two vertices of Di, 
where j f i f 1 (mod n). 
Suppose further that for every k 65 {i - 1, i, i + 1 }, either C, n 
[Di, Di] = 0 or C, n [Di, Di] = 0. Recall that eiwz joins two vertices of Di. 
Hence every edge of Ci-, joins vertices of Di by assumption. Since 
Cimz n CiT3 # 0, the same is also true of Cim3 (if n > 4) and, by induction, 
of Ci, in contradiction to the existence of e. We conclude that for some k @ 
{i-l,i,i+l},C,n[Di,Di]#OandC,n[Di,Di]+O. 
By (2(a)), S(Di n D,J s Ci u C,. Hence some subset of S(Di n Dk) is a 
bond C such that C z Ci U C,. Since C, n [El, DL] # 0 we have C # C,. 
Suppose Ci n [D,, Dk] = 0. Then [Di n D,, Di n Dk] = 0, so that 
S(Di n 0,) = [Di n _Dk, Di n fik] c C, since C, n [fii, Di] # 0. On the 
other hand, S(Di n D,J # 0 because Di n Dk # 0 and G is connected. These 
results contradict the fact that C, is a bond. Hence Ci n [Dk, Dk] # 0, and 
so CfC,. Since k& {i- l,i,i+ 1) we have CinC,=O and thus the 
strictness of R is contradicted. 1 
COROLLARY 5. CjS[fii,Bi]forallj@{i-l,i,i+l}. 
LEMMA 6. For each i, f (i) # f(i + 1). 
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Proox Assume f(i) = f(i + 1) for some i, and without loss of generality. 
takef(i) = 0. We shall contradict the maximality of R by constructing a ring 
R  ^in which Ci and Ci+, are replaced by three bonds: C,, C and C;+, . 
Since ei- i E Ci = [Oi, Oil and by Corollary 5, e,-, E C’-, E: 
[Di+i, Bi+,], then e,-i E [DinEi+,, fiinoi+,]. Let fii be the vertex set 
of the component of G[D, n fii+ i] containing an end of e,_ , . 
We show that Ci = &d,) is a bond. Let G = G[ V(G) - fi,]. If L is a 
component of d containing vertices of Di+, , then L contains all vertices of 
Di+ i since G[D,+ i] is connected and fii c oi+, . Now [Din Di+ , , oi] # 0 
by Lemma 2, since otherwise Ci+ i n Ci = 0. Thus G[Di] is a subgraph of L. 
Therefore any component M of G other than L contains only vertices of 
Dinfii+,. Since G is connected, we have [V(M), 6,] # 0, so that the 
existence of M contradicts the definition of fii. Thus L is the only 
component of d and it follows that 6, is a bond. 
Similarly, for any X such that G[X] is a component of G(fiin Di+,], 
S(X) is a bond. Let 99 be the union of the vertex sets of all such X for which 
6(X)nCi+zf0. 
By Lemma 2, Ci n Ci+ i = [Din Di+ i, fii n fii+ ,I. Hence ei has neither 
end in DinEi+, and so Ci E (Ci n Ci+ i) - (e,}. Thus Ci is distinct from Ci 
and Ci+, which implies that Ci contains an edge gi E Ci+ , - Ci. In 
particular, ji E [Din oi+ I, Din Di+l]. Thus there is a component of 
G[Di+, n@] containing an end of 13~. Call the vertex set of this 
component 6. 
We now show that C= 6(B) is a bond. Since d E Di+, and Ci+, is a 
bond, fii+ i is contained in a single component Y of G-L?. Choose a 
component 2 of G - 6. It sufftces to show that Z = Y. If V(Z) n a # 0, 
then for some vertex set X such that G[X] is a component of G[9?], we have 
XC V(Z). Because G[X] is a component of G[D,n Di+ ,I, any edge e of 
S(X) must have an end w  E Di U oi+, . If w  E fii+, , then Z = Y. Hence we 
assume that S(X) = [X, Di]. But now we have the contradiction that 6(X) fJ 
Ci+z = 0 by Corollary 5. On the other hand, suppose V(Z) A g = 0. If 
Z # Y, then V(Z) c Di+, f-8. Thus G[6] cannot be a component of 
G[Di+ i n G] because [fi, V(Z)] # 0 by the fact that G is connected. 
Therefore Z = Y, so that C is a bond. 
Suppose ei+ , E C. Then ei+ i j oins a vertex x E Di+, n B to a vertex 
yE~i+,,sinceei+,ECi+,.Butei+,ECi+,,andsoxE~ibyCorollary5. 
Hence e E S(fi[n Da,+,) and since ei+i E Ci+z the fact that x E G is 
contradicted. Thus C E C, U Cl+ 1 - {ei- i, el+,}. Hence d contains an edge 
e^E ci- ci+, by (2(b)). Then e”E [DI+, ~7 G8, Q]. Now we define L?!+, to 
be the vertex set of the component of G[g] containing an end of e”. Let 
Ci+, = a@,+ i). We have already shown that C,,, is a bond because 
G[fii+,] is a component of G[g]. 
Define 8 = (C,, C, ,..., Ci- i, Ci, 6, C,, i, Ci+ z ,..., C,- ,). We now aim to 
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show that d is ring of bonds and thus contradict the maximality of R. First 
we reverse the direction of every edge of C U { ([Di, Di] U Ci) n 
w1+*, DI+ ,] U C,, ,)}. Since f(i) = 0 each edge of Ci was directed toward 
the end in Di in the original orientation of G. 
Now we show that R  ^is consistently orientable. 
First we recall that 6 E S(Di,, n L@, so that by Corollary 5 and the 
definition of a ring of bonds, C contains no edge of any bond in R - 
iciv ci+lT 
Ci+2}. Hence it is clear that these bonds remain directed under the 
new orientation of G. 
We have dnCi+Z= 0, for otherwise there is an edge of C n Ci+z in 
[oi, oil, in contradiction to the definition of @. Furthermore Citz n 
[Di, Di] = 0 and Ci+* n Ci = 0 so that Ci+2 is a directed bond under the 
new orientation of G. 
Now ei c (Gin @+ I, oi+ 1]) U (C,, I n [Di, Di]) by Corollary 3. The 
edges of Gin [Di+l, Di+ ,] are directed towards fii both before and after the 
reorientation of G. When G is reoriented the edges of Ci+, n [Di, Di] are 
also directed towards di. Hence Ci is a directed bond in the new orientation 
of G. 
Next consider 6. Every edge in C has an end in 6 n Di+ 1 and every edge 
in C- Ci+, has an end in 6 n Di by the definition of g. Thus C is directed 
in both the old and new orientations of G. 
In considering Ci+ , we note that if there exists an edge e’ E Ci+ , n 
[Di,Bi+l], then e’E [Din~i+I, d,,, noin Di+ ,I, and hence is directed 
towards Di + , in the new orientation. Hence C,, 1 is a directed bond. Thus R  ^
is consistently orientable. 
Byconstructionwenotethatei_,ECi_,nC,,e^,Edine,~Ednei+, 
and di+ i n Ci+ z # 0. Hence consecutive bonds of & are not disjoint. 
It remains to show that non-consecutive pairs of bonds in 8 are disjoint. 
Since di, C and di+ , are all subsets of CiU Ci+, , they are disjoint from 
Ci+3, Ci+4,“*9 ci-*s This leaves only the five cases below to be considered. 
(i) Ci-, n C = 0 (as has already been noted) since Ci-, c 
i&,P fi,,,] by Corollary 5. 
(ii) Ci-, n Ci+ , = 0 by the same argument. 
(iii) Ci n di+, = 0 by Corollary 3. 
(iv) CinCi+,= 0 since Ci+* c [fii, ai] by Corollary 5. 
(v) d n Ci+ 2 = 0 as has already been shown. 
Hence & is a ring of bonds. This conclusion contradicts the maximality of 
R and hence f(i) # f(i + 1) for each i. m 
The main result of this paper is immediate. 
THEOREM 7. If n ) 4, then every strict maximal n-ring of bonds is even. 
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